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To our members 

ARAI AUTO AUCTION OYAMA 
 

The rules of Arai Auto Auction Oyama 
 

 Please be careful for the following rules. 
If the members and authorized people violate the rules, ARAI AA restricts of your trade. 
If you see the act against following rules, please inform the auction office or guard 

station of it. 
 

1. The rules of exhibition (Hannyu) and picking up(Hanshutsu) a vehicle/ machine. 
（1） ARAI AA does not accept exhibition of a vehicle/ machine without an exhibition 

ticket. 
（2） ARAI AA only accept a vehicle/ machine which is supposed to exhibit to an 

auction on this week. 
（3） Please use an exhibition ticket suitable for your vehicle/ machine. 

There are four types of exhibition tickets- for small sizes vehicle, bus/truck, 
industrial machinery and construction& equipment machinery. 

（4） If an exhibiter uses an unsuitable exhibition ticket, ARAI AA rewrites this 
using a suitable one. In this case, ARAI AA would not be responsible for any 
mistakes on the exhibition tickets. 

（5） When you carry a vehicle to ARAI AA, you are needed to fill out an 
application form and submitting it to a guard station. 
ARAI AA would not be responsible for any omission or unsubmit of an 
exhibition ticket.  

（6） Please carry the vehicle to the designated place or the place instructed by a 
guard station. 

（7） An exhibiter needs to specify for 4WAA exhibition or Van& Truck AA exhibition 
when you carry your vehicles. 

（8） The time period for exhibit vehicle/ machine 
4WAA     : until 15:00 on Wednesday  
                 *Toujitsu corner: until 10:00a.m. on the auction day 
Van& Truck AA : until noon on Friday  
                 *Toujitsu corner: until 12:00p.m. on the auction day 
ACE A        : until 17:00 on Tuesday  
                 *business hours: Mon-Sat 9:00-17:00. 

*The time period written above might be changed on a situation. 



（9） Before exhibiting a machines, please make sure what the fuel of machinery is 
over 10litters or what exotic fuel is enough. 

（10） ARAI AA would not be responsible for any accident or trouble while a vehicle/ 
machine is exhibited 

（11） If any accident or trouble occurred in our yard, please inform the auction office 
or guard station of it. 

（12） In the case you exhibit or pick up a vehicle with a temporary license plate, 
loading on a platform and riding a fellow passenger are prohibited. 

（13） Before exhibiting a tanker, agitating truck, or garbage truck, please makes sure 
there is no residue on a truck body. 

（14） Loading some stuff on a truck which is suppose to exhibit is prohibited except 
for the truck parts which is loaded for it. 

（15） Before exhibiting a dump truck, please make sure some stuff on trucks are fixed 
not to fall down by dumping up. 

（16） Before exhibiting your vehicle or machinery, please make sure the identification 
number or serial number which is stamped on a frame can be confirmed clearly. 
When the entire letter cannot be confirmed clearly, the vehicle or machinery 
will be cancelled for exhibition. 

（17） These following cases are cancelled for exhibition. 
・The vehicle/microbus which cannot drive by its own in our yard and the 

vehicles/microbus which is over 4t . 
・The emergency vehicle which revolving light and siren work. 
・The vehicle which is dangerous because of its imperfect body mounting. 
・The vehicle which has unrelated stuff or used tool. 
・The vehicle which identification number cannot be confirmed clearly. 
・the machine which identification number or serial number cannot be 

confirmed. 
※Some vehicle might be canceled by ARAI AA if the reason is not listed as 
above. 

（18） If you use a folk lift which ARAI AA owned, ARAI AA would not be responsible 
for any accident or trouble using it. 

（19） The folk lift which ARAI AA owned is only available for a qualified person with 
helmet. 

（20） The time period for picking up a vehicle/ machine 
4WAA                    : until 9:00 on Monday 
Van & Truck AA and ACE A: until 9:00 on Tuesday 
※The business hour of ACE A : Mon-Sat 9:00-17:00.. 

ARAI AA asks a penalty for your delay for picking up a vehicle/ machine when 



it is not picked up over the period. 
（21） To load a vehicle/ machine on a truck which has an automobile inspection, try 

for your safe transportation.  
Overloading vehicles is prohibited. 

（22） ARAI AA would not be responsible for any accident or trouble of the vehicle 
which has already taken it from our yard. 

（23） At the point of time when you load a vehicle on a carrier or vehicle, ARAI AA 
considers as a vehicle which had already picked up from our yard. 

（24） At the point of time when you submit a Hanshutsu ken on a vehicle/ machine to 
a guard station, ARAI AA considers as the vehicle/ machine which had already 
picked up from our yard. A claim about a vehicle/ machine after submitting a 
Hanshutsu ken is dealed as the same. 

（25） When you start an engine of a vehicle, please make sure a safety around and 
what a shift is at a neutral position. 

（26） When you make a vehicle disabled with opposite connection of booster cable, 
please inform the auction office or guard station as soon as possible. ARAI AA 
asks you a repairing cost. 

（27） ARAI AA would not be responsible for any accident or trouble of the vehicle/ 
machine which is leaved in our yard over the prescribed period of picking up it. 

（28） Syaryo hikitorisyo is needed when you pick up a vehicle.  
If you do not have this, we would issue this at guard station or auction office.  
If you show us your driver’s license and fill out an application form, you would 
be issued it. 

（29） In case you pick up a vehicle with an exceptional reason before the auction, 
permission of the auction office is needed. In this case, you must submit 
necessary documents to the office. 

（30） When you go through around ARAI AA, please be careful for a road traffic law 
and safe driving. 
Please try not to disturb to the residents of a neighborhood such as a noise and 
an illegal parking. 

（31） When you go through no thoroughfare area of large sized vehicle, you need to 
get permission from a police station. 

（32） The vehicle which is made a deal by AA zaiko cannot be picked up until the next 
auction ends 

（33） The vehicle which is over the pickup period would be moved to the other place 
（34） When you exhibit an immovable vehicle, you have to exhibit this for Van & 

Truck AA at first. You could exhibit it for 4WAA when you require that it was 
not sold. 



（35） The time period for re-exhibition for 4WAA and Van & Truck AA 
4WAA         →Van & Truck AA : until noon on Friday  
Van & Truck AA→4WAA          : until noon on Monday 

 
2. Other rules 

（1） If ARAI AA move your vehicle or machinery for Salvage, Industrial Machinery, 
or Agricultural machinery Corner by forklift, we would not be responsible for 
any scratch or damages. 

（2） If you damage the vehicles while you are previewing them, ARAI AA asks you 
for a whole liability regardless of any reason. 

（3） The vehicle entry to a yard of ARAI AA is prohibited except ARAI AA recognizes 
the needs. To enter to our yard by vehicle, application for the Visitor Pass is 
needed. 

（4） Do not throw away a trash and vehicle parts in our yard. 
（5） ARAI AA would not be responsible for any injury by an accident while you are 

previewing vehicle/ machine. 
（6） Please smoke in designated areas only. 
（7） Leaving vehicle without the permission of an auction office is prohibited. 
（8） When you move a vehicle, please park it with a key. If you park your vehicle 

without a key and it disturbs our operation, ARAI AA moves it without your 
permission. In this case, we would not be responsible for any scratches on it. 

（9） If there is unknown vehicle/ machine in a yard of ARAI AA, ARAI AA dispose of 
them after the definite notice period. 

（10） When we find an act such as stealing a vehicle parts, we call to a police 
immediately. If fact of a theft is proved by security camera, we owe to the police 
inspection. 


